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Abstract

In a patent thicket licensing provides a mechanism to eitheravoid or resolve hold-up.

Firms’ R&D incentives will differ depending on how licensing is used. In this paper

we study the choice between ex ante licensing to avoid hold-up and ex post licensing

to resolve it. Building on a theoretical model of a patent portfolio race, firms’ choices

of licensing contracts are modelled. We derive several hypotheses from the model and

find support for these using data from the semiconductor industry. The empirical results

show that firms’ relationships in product markets and technology space jointly determine

the type of licensing contract chosen. Implications for theregulation of licensing are dis-

cussed. We estimate a dynamic panel data model with unobserved heterogeneity and a

lagged dependent variable. A method suggested byWooldridge(2005) is employed to

estimate a random effects probit model using conditional maximum likelihood.
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1 Introduction

In some high technology industries the process of research and development is comparable to

the continuous extension of a pyramid through the addition of new building blocks at the top

[Shapiro(2001)]. Here the pyramid serves as a metaphor for the cumulativeness of scientific

research in complex product industries.1

Firms increasingly protect their contributions to this pyramid with patents. As a result

several high technology industries are now affected by a “patent thicket” [Heller and Eisenberg

(1998); Hall and Ziedonis(2001); Shapiro(2001)]. In a patent thicket patents protecting

components of a technology are held by many rival firms. Whenever one of these firms

uses this technology it is vulnerable to hold-up by firms holding blocking patents. Blocking

patents are patents held by rival firms which cover part of a technology. In the face of block-

ing patents a firm’s best defensive strategy is to hold a largeportfolio of patents itself. This

creates a strong bargaining position for the firm in any disputes with rivals. In a patent thicket

all firms face the prospect of hold-up and have strong incentives to patent, which perpetuates

the patent thicket. Hold-up in a patent thicket is resolved through the licensing of block-

ing patents. In consequence licensing is an increasingly important conduit for technological

progress in industries affected by patent thickets.

In this paper we study how licensing is employed to resolve hold-up and how it affects

firms’ R&D incentives using data on contracts between semiconductor firms. We distinguish

between licensing contracts signed before R&D investmentstake place (ex ante contracts)

and those signed after such investments turn into granted patents (ex post contracts). Our

data show licensing contracts are often forward looking (exante contracts)2 and changes in

the level of licensing are almost entirely due to changes in the level of ex ante licensing.

Economic theory suggests that R&D incentives under ex ante licensing differ from those

under ex post licensing. We, therefore, study the choice between ex ante and ex post licensing

to examine the implications of patent thickets for firms’ R&Dincentives.

Firms in a patent thicket face uncertainty about the future strength of rivals’ patent port-

folios. Without licensing, blocking of patents within a patent thicket dulls R&D incentives,

due to uncertain returns to R&D investment. With licensing,effects of blocking on R&D

incentives depend on the type of license. Firms must choose between entering into “patent

portfolio races”3 and ex ante licensing which prevents such races. If firms choose patent

portfolio races, then it is likely that ex post licensing is necessary due to existence of block-

ing patents. We model firms’ choice between ex ante and ex postlicensing. In particular

patent portfolio races are modelled by allowing for complementarities between new patents

and patent stocks in a patent race model. This introduces thepossibility of blocking new

1 A complex product is one which is based on many patents [Levin et al.(1987)]. RecentlyCohen et al.
(2000) show that firms in complex product industries primarily usethe patent system for the purpose of forcing
negotiations over access to others’ patents.

2 Examples of ex ante licenses may be found in AppendixC.
3 This phrase is coined byHall and Ziedonis(2001).
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patents with existing patents. Then the choice between entry into a patent portfolio race and

ex ante licensing can be studied as a function of the blockingstrength of patent portfolios.

In our theoretical model we endogenize firms’ R&D investments. These are driven by

two R&D incentives of which only one depends on the strength of blocking patents. Under

ex ante licensing the strength of blocking patents has no effect. Here the sole R&D incentive

derives from raising profits by jointly improving a technology. Beath et al.(1989) refer to this

as theprofit incentive. In contrast, under ex post licensing a further incentive, thecompetitive

threat, affects firms’ R&D investments. This incentive arises fromfirms’ desire to win the

patent portfolio race which precedes ex post licensing. According to our model the strength

of the competitive threatdepends on the expected strength of blocking patents. The sign

of this effect depends on whether firms compete in product markets or not. The model,

therefore, shows that the choice of licensing contract depends on the strength of blocking

patents as well as the product market relation between firms.

This theory of licensing type implies that firms avoid races against product market com-

petitors who already hold strong blocking patents and enterinto ex ante licensing contracts

with them. Additionally, it also implies that, given strongblocking patents, product market

complementors are more likely to enter into patent portfolio races. A first empirical test

of the theory is derived from these predictions. This requires that we make use of data on

product market and technology space interactions between licensing semiconductor firms.4

A further test of the theory exploits the prediction that increases in the expected value of new

patents reduce the probability of ex ante licensing.

We test our model using a dataset of licensing contracts announced between 1989 and

1999 in the semiconductor industry. A growing number of recent papers provide evidence

of an emerging patent thicket in this industry [Grindley and Teece(1997); Shapiro(2001);

Hall and Ziedonis(2001); Ziedonis(2004)]. Anand and Khanna(2000), who undertake a

large sample study of licensing, also find that the semiconductor industry has one of the

highest levels of licensing activity. This industry, therefore, provides a natural context in

which to study the effects of licensing in a patent thicket. Furthermore, the effects of licens-

ing on innovative activity in the semiconductor industry are of interest in their own right:

Jorgenson(2001) argues that the semiconductor industry is one of the most important high

technology industries, since its prices significantly affect many other downstream industries.

Hall and Ziedonis(2001) provide evidence that semiconductor firms are caught up in

patent portfolio races. In contrast, previous theoreticaland empirical research has focused on

races at the level of individual patents. For instance,Cockburn and Henderson(1994) used

highly disaggregated data in order to test whether patent races occur. To study the effects of

patent portfolio races on licensing we use information about patent portfolios at the level of

semiconductor technologies such as memory and microcomponents. Our empirical results

4 In a similar veinBloom et al.(2005) find that our understanding of the role of spillovers can be improved
if we take account of firms’ interactions in both the product market and technology space.
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are consistent with patent portfolio racing.

The licensing data we study are puzzling: they show that overall licensing activity does

not increase proportionally to the number of granted semiconductor patents. If more granted

patents raise opportunities for hold-up such a proportional increase might be expected. Li-

censing activity increases strongly after 1989 and then falls quite sharply after 1994, even

though patent grants increase over the whole sample period.The data also show that ex

ante licensing is far more prevalent and volatile than ex post licensing. This last finding

is somewhat surprising since previous literature on patentthickets has focused on ex post

licensing or the formation of patent pools as a means of resolving the threat of hold-up

[Grindley and Teece(1997); Shapiro(2001)]. Further investigation reveals that variation in

the blocking strength of firms’ patent portfolios by itself does not explain these trends.

As we can not directly observe firms’ R&D spending a structural test of our model is out

of reach. Instead we develop a latent variable representation of the choice between ex ante

and ex post licensing which allows for dynamic effects. The latent variable model is derived

from our theoretical model which endogenises R&D investment as a function of product

market competition and the blocking strength of firms’ patent portfolios. Additionally, our

empirical model incorporates variation in transaction costs that arise from prior experience

with licensing. We implement the latent variable model in a dynamic random effects pro-

bit model that allows for unobserved heterogeneity. In thisimplementation the dependent

variable is the probability that firms choose ex ante licensing over ex post licensing.

In deriving our results we distinguish state dependence from dynamic responses to ex-

ogenous variables, caused by unobserved heterogeneity andserial correlation. We allow for

state dependence because a pair of firms may sign multiple licensing contracts. State de-

pendence arises if experience accumulated in earlier licensing contracts affects the current

choice of licensing contract. Previous licensing contracts also affect firms’ positions in tech-

nology space, which then affects expected profits from licensing. The empirical literature on

licensing and R&D cooperation documents the importance of previous experience in deter-

mining firms’ propensity to license or cooperate again [Fosfuri(2004); Hernán et al.(2003);

Sakakibara(2002); Stuart(1998)]. Therefore, it is likely that the choice of licensing contract

depends on whether two firms have had previous experience of licensing with one another.

We allow for lagged dependent and lagged exogenous variables in order to accurately test

for state dependence. As firms may also differ in certain unobserved variables that influence

their choices between ex ante and ex post licensing we take unobserved heterogeneity into

account. If these unobserved variables are correlated overtime and are not properly con-

trolled for, a firm’s previous experience may appear to be a determinant of future experience

solely because it is a proxy for such temporally persistent unobservables. To make any infer-

ences about true state dependence one must account for unobserved heterogeneity and other

sources of serial correlation in unobservables.

In nonlinear dynamic panel data models with unobserved effects, treatment of the ini-
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tial observations is a problem. Empirical analysis in this context is not trivial, as there

are no known transformations - such as differencing - that eliminate the unobserved effects

and result in usable moment conditions. Special cases have been worked out that elimi-

nate the unobserved effects and result in usable moment conditions; compareChamberlain

(1992); Wooldridge(1997) andHonore and Kyriazidou(2000). Various ways to handle the

initial conditions problem in parametric dynamic nonlinear models are suggested byHsiao

(1986). In this paper we use the method byWooldridge(2005) who models the distribution

of unobserved effects conditional on the initial values andany exogenous explanatory vari-

ables, see alsoChamberlain(1980); Blundell and Smith(1991); Blundell and Bond(1998)

andArellano and Carrasco(2003). Rather than attempting to obtain the joint distribution of

all outcomes of the endogenous variables, we apply a parametric approach and solve the ini-

tial conditions problem by specifying an auxiliary conditional distribution for the unobserved

heterogeneity, conditional on the initial value and any exogenous explanatory variables. We

then integrate out the unobserved heterogeneity of the joint density. We estimate a random

effects probit model using conditional maximum likelihood.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we describe licensing

trends in the semiconductor industry. In Section3 we introduce our theoretical model. In the

following section we discuss its empirical implementation. Then in Section5 we discuss our

results. Finally, Section6 concludes.

2 Licensing in the semiconductor industry

In this section we describe observed licensing behaviour. We constructed a dataset comprised

of 847 records of licensing contracts between semiconductor firms. It contains information

about the purpose of the license and data on firms’ revenues, market shares and semicon-

ductor patents. A detailed description of the data is provided in AppendixB. In this section

we describe the data and determine whether the blocking strength of firms’ patent portfolios

explains the choice of licensing contract by a pair of firms.
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Growth of revenues and firm numbers in the semiconductor industry
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Licensing and patenting activity in the semiconductor industry
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Figure 1a shows that total revenues of all semiconductor firms grew substantially over

the period of our sample. Mirroring this there was also a large increase in the number of

active semiconductor firms. However the figure also demonstrates that aggregate revenue

almost stopped growing after1996. This coincided with increased turbulence in the industry,

as a much larger proportion of semiconductor firms was affected by entry and exit than had

previously been the case.

The semiconductor industry also experienced a strong surgein patenting activity after

1985 [Hall and Ziedonis(2001); Ziedonis(2003, 2004)]. Figure 1b provides information on

the level of granted patents and licensing contracts relative to 1989. The number of new

patents granted to semiconductor firms more than doubled over the period of our sample.

This development has been carefully investigated byHall and Ziedonis(2001) who argue

that it is due to strategic patenting in the face of an emerging patent thicket. Surprisingly,

the increase in patenting by semiconductor firms does not lead to a proportionate increase of

licensing amongst these firms. As Figure 1b shows the number of new licensing contracts

amongst semiconductor firms in our sample shows no obvious relation to the increase in

granted patents. This is surprising because we might expectthere to be a greater need for

licensing as the number of patents grows.5
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Figure 2a
The frequency of licensing per firm in the semiconductor industry
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Total ex ante and ex post licensing contracts in the semiconductor industry

Figure 2a above shows the average number of licensing contracts per firm in the semicon-

ductor industry. The figure displays a hump shape just as the absolute number of licensing

contracts does. This rules out an explanation of the number of licenses based on the num-

ber of semiconductor firms. Between 1991 and 1994 there were almost as many licensing

contracts as firms in the industry. The decline in licensing activity after 1994 also remains

5 Information on the duration of a subset of licensing contracts in our data suggests that these contracts last
for roughly 5 years. We used this estimate and similar ones tosimulate the stock of licensing contracts based
on our data. This shows that the reduction in licensing contracts after 1994 is so large that the stock of contracts
also diminishes after that date. Therefore the changes we observe in new licensing contracts are not the result
of a saturation of the demand for licensing contracts
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clearly visible.6

Next we introduce the distinction between ex ante and ex postlicensing. Figure 2b shows

that ex ante licensing is far more variable over the period ofour sample than ex post licens-

ing. As noted in the introduction this finding is surprising in light of the previous literature

on patent thickets. This literature has not noted the importance of ex ante licensing as a

means of preventing hold-up [Grindley and Teece(1997), Shapiro(2001)]. In sum, Figures

2a and 2b show clearly that, over the period of our sample, theincrease in overall licensing

is predominantly a result of a strong increase in ex ante licensing.

Table 1: Licensing by the top semiconductor innovators 1989-1999

Patents Cumulative Average Percent Percent Percent

Company revenues* market of total of ex ante of ex post

shares (%) licensing licensing licensing

IBM 3,802 21,909 1.85 5.55 6.92 3.02

NEC 3,072 81,677 6.91 3.66 4.19 2.68

TOSHIBA 3,041 69,974 5.92 4.84 5.46 3.69

SONY 2,343 17,690 1.50 2.01 2.00 2.01

FUJITSU 1,894 40,520 3.43 3.42 3.28 3.69

TEXAS INST. 1,837 56,006 4.74 8.74 5.46 14.77

MICRON TECH. 1,746 15,836 1.34 1.06 0.73 1.68

MOTOROLA 1,739 66,700 5.65 5.31 6.56 3.02

SAMSUNG 1,645 46,344 3.92 2.95 2.55 3.69

MATSUSHITA 1,367 28,021 2.37 2.24 2.19 2.35

AMD 1,085 20,725 1.75 2.48 1.64 4.03

S.G.S. THOMSON 994 17,991 1.52 1.89 2.19 2.34

INTEL 938 135,069 11.43 5.67 4.74 7.38

UNITED MICRO. 776 3,108 0.26 0.24 0 0.67

NAT. SEMI. CORP. 639 22,571 1.91 3.90 3.46 4.70

HYUNDAI EL. 590 18,450 1.56 0.83 0.36 1.68

LG CABLE & MACH. 546 8,445 0.71 0.47 0.73 0

LSI LOGIC CORP. 453 11,335 0.96 2.60 1.82 4.03

AT & T 431 5,531 0.47 2.36 2,55 2,01

OKI ELECTRIC IND. 370 12,872 1.09 1.89 1.82 2.01

Total number (industry) 96,590 1,181,420 100% 847 549 298

*Revenues are stated in millions of 1989 dollars.

6 Vonortas(2003) investigates a much larger sample of licensing contracts drawn from the same database
(Thomson Financial) as ours. He shows that the decline in licensing activity we observe between 1994 and 1996
occurs across a wide set of manufacturing industries. Thomson Financial confirmed to us that the observed
patterns are not due to changes in data collection methods.
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To gain a better understanding of what underlies the patterns of ex ante and ex post

licensing illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b we present information on the top20 innovating

firms in the semiconductor industry in Table1. The table provides information on the number

of patents granted to each firm, their cumulative revenues and their average market shares

between 1989 and 1999. Furthermore, we report the percentage of licensing contracts of

both types, each firm was a party to. In each column the top three firms are highlighted in

boldface.

Table1 shows that Texas Instruments and Intel account for over one fifth of all ex post

licensing agreements.7 Previous studies [Grindley and Teece(1997); Shapiro(2001, 2003)]

tended to focus on these firms which may explain why they devote less attention to ex ante

licensing. The number of ex ante licensing agreements is spread relatively evenly across

the represented firms. In spite of this difference between exante and ex post licensing it is

clear that nearly all of the represented firms engage in both types of licensing to a significant

degree. Twenty nine percent(29%) of the contracts in our sample are signed by firms with

experience of both ex ante and ex post licensing. This suggests that the observed trends are

not the result of greater licensing activity by a group of firms specialising in ex ante licensing;

rather, we must focus on the choice that all firms make betweenex ante and ex post licensing.

The data show significant differences between ex ante and ex post licensing by semicon-

ductor firms. To pursue the comparison of ex ante and ex post licensing we also investigate

the number of firms involved in each licensing contract. As the histogram in Figure 3 illus-

trates, the vast majority of contracts in this sample are bilateral. Nonetheless a significant

proportion (11.6%) are between more than two firms.
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Distribution of participant numbers in ex ante and ex post licensing contracts

An aggregate measure of the strength of the patent thicket inform of a patent count does

not explain the development of licensing between semiconductor firms in aggregate. It is

also unrelated to the choice between ex ante and ex post licensing. We, therefore, turn to two

7 No agreements between the two firms are recorded in our data.
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measures that capture aspects of the patent thicket at the level of pairs of licensing firms. The

construction of these measures is set out below, in section4.2. First, we construct a measure

that captures theblocking strength(B) of firms’ patent stocks. It represents the likelihood

that firm-pairs block each other’s semiconductor patents. This measure increases if the two

firms have higher shares of total industry patent applications in the same patent classes. The

blocking strength of firms’ patent applications is plotted separately for firm-pairs that chose

ex ante and ex post licensing contracts, below, in Figure 4a.The figure consists of a box-

whisker plot of the blocking strength of patent stocks by year. It shows that blocking by itself

is unlikely to explain firms’ choices between ex ante and ex post licensing.

In Figure 4b we present a similar graphical analysis for a measure of the average com-

plementarity between patent applications of one firm and thepatent stock of the other firm in

a pair. We call thisforward complementarity(C) to emphasise that it is the complementarity

between new patents and existing patent stocks. Variation in forward complementaritymight

be expected to explain the propensity of a firm-pair to license. The figure does not reveal

any clear trends that explain the observed hump in licensingnor does it reveal differences

between firm-pairs choosing to license ex ante and ex post. This indicates that a simple ex-

planation of semiconductor firms’ licensing behaviour is unlikely to exist. Therefore, the

remainder of this paper provides an explanation of licensing behaviour which is based on a

model of choice between ex ante and ex post licensing in the context of a patent thicket.
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Blocking strength of patent stocks for ex ante and ex post licensing contracts
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We end this section by providing descriptive statistics forthe firms in our sample, dis-

tinguishing between firms that licensed ex ante and firms thatlicensed ex post. This table

shows no obvious differences between the firms that undertake ex ante and ex post licensing

in our data. This is partly due to the fact that some firms engage in both activities as pre-

viously discussed. The average number of firms involved in a contract is between two and

three. The average firm engaged in approximately 6 contractsbetween 1989 and 1999. The

average firm engaging in ex ante (ex post) licensing was granted 128 (137) patents and its

patent stock attracted a total of 1,056 (1,145) citations over the sample period. All of these

variables are highly skewed.
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Table 2: Sample statistics for firms by licensing contract type

Ex post licensing Ex ante licensing

Variable N Mean Std. dev. Min. Max. N Mean Std. dev. Min. Max.

Number of parties 771 2.47 0.98 2 6 1,264 2.39 1.16 2 10

Total contracts 771 6.35 11.02 1 44 1,264 5.57 7.25 1 38

Market shares (%) 532 2.9 3.3 0 16.4 703 2.9 2.9 0 16.4

Patent grants 504 128 198 0 873 657 137 192 0 873

Forward citations 504 1,056 1,341 0 6,282 657 1,145 1,413 0 6,282

3 Modelling the choice of licensing type

In this section we describe our theoretical model of the choice between ex ante and ex post

licensing. We derive hypotheses about the effects of exogenous variables on the expected

value of ex ante and ex post licensing (V a, V p). An example of the model assuming a specific

functional form for R&D costs is presented in AppendixA. A general treatment of the model

can be found inSiebert and von Graevenitz(2006).

Define the premium to licensing ex ante as:8

Πk,t =
(
V a

k,t − T a
k,t

)
−

(
V p

k,t − T p
k,t

)
, (1)

where the premium to ex ante licensing (Πk,t) for the firm-pairk at timet is the difference

between the surpluses from licensing exante and expost. Each of these surpluses is the dif-

ference between the expected value of licensing (V a
k,t, V

p
k,t) and the transaction costs attached

to licensing (T a
k,t, T

p
k,t). If the premium is positive (Πk,t > 0) firms will license ex ante.

The expected values of ex ante and ex post licensing (V a
k,t, V

p
k,t) are functions of the level

of R&D investment. Firms’ R&D investment incentives dependon their interactions in prod-

uct markets and interdependencies between their patent portfolios. We model the expected

values of licensing (V a
k,t, V

p
k,t) in a game theoretic model of licensing and R&D investment to

capture these effects. This model does not include transaction costs of licensing (T a
k,t, T

p
k,t),

which are independent of variables determining the expected values of licensing (V a
k,t, V

p
k,t).

Our model of licensing and R&D investments is based on a patent race model as pio-

neered byLoury (1979) andLee and Wilde(1980). In our model firms that do not license ex

ante, race for ownership of a technology. Ownership of the technology is based on owner-

ship of a patent portfolio protecting the technology from hold-up. The greater the quality of

this patent portfolio the stronger the winning firm’s bargaining power should hold-up occur.

The Poisson distributed arrival time in our model represents the point in time at which the

8 Notice that this model is conditional on the fact that firms license. We explicitly assume that licensing is
always more profitable than not licensing.
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winning firm has developed the technology sufficiently to useit.9 At this time the winning

firm must license any blocking patents held by rival firms. Therefore rival firms capture some

of the surplus created by the new technology. In deriving ourtheoretical results we assume

losing firms will always remain active competitors in the product market. Winning the race

for a technology mainly shifts a greater proportion of industry profits towards the winner.

Given this setting the strength of a firm’s R&D incentives depends on the form of licens-

ing contract chosen. FollowingBeath et al.(1989) we identify two innovation incentives at

work in a model of racing:competitive threatandprofit incentive. Under ex ante licensing10

firms contract to share the new technology in the future. Herethe arrival of the technol-

ogy only has the effect of raising both firms’ profits and only theprofit incentiveis at work.

In contrast, under ex post licensing both innovation incentives determine the level of R&D

investment. In addition to theprofit incentivea competitive threatarises since the winner

receives greater profits than the loser. This creates a strong incentive to win the race. R&D

investment under ex post licensing therefore exceeds R&D investment under ex ante licens-

ing.

The discussion in the previous paragraph highlights that any differences between the

expected values of ex ante and ex post licensing must derive from thecompetitive threat.

Variation in this incentive leads only to variation in the expected value of ex post licensing.

Conversely, variation in theprofit incentiveaffects the expected values of both alternatives.

Utilising a comparative statics result derived byNti (1997) for patent race models we derive

the effects of variation in thecompetitive threaton the expected value of ex post licensing.

He shows that increases in the value of winning the patent race increase both the level of

R&D investment during the race and theexpectedvalue of winning the race.

Here we turn to the first comparative statics result which emerges from our theoretical

model. We consider the effects of variation in the value of the new technology on the choice

between ex ante and ex post licensing. In our model the ex antepremium declines as the

value of a new technology increases. This relationship arises because the expected value

of ex post licensing grows faster than that of ex ante licensing when the value of the new

technology increases.

We measure the value of a new technology with the help of two factors. First, we note that

a new technology is more valuable if it is a stronger complement to existing technologies. We

call this theforward complementarity(C) of the technology. Then, we note that the value of

a technology also grows if the market value of the products which it improves is greater. We

represent this market value by(W ). We measure variation in the value of a new technology

9 We assume that firms’ investments in development of the technology are constant over time.Doraszelski
(2003) has recently introduced a model of patent races in which theinvestments need not be constant over time.
Incorporating this feature into the model would go far beyond what is observable in our data. Therefore we
maintain the simpler framework of constant investments.

10 The literature on research joint ventures, e.g.Kamien et al.(1992), identifies several possibilities for ex
ante contracts depending on whether firms share research results only or also cooperate on R&D. Our prediction
for ex ante licensing is robust to variation in the exact assumptions made about R&D cooperation.
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through the product of these factors. The discussion above implies that:

Hypothesis 1

The probability of observing ex ante licensing falls as the value of a new technology in-

creases.

Then a linear approximation of our model takes the followingform:

V a
k,t − V p

k,t = γ0 + γ1Ck,tWk,t + γ2(Ck,tWk,t)
2 + Zk,t , (2)

whereγ0, γ1 andγ2 are parameters to be estimated andZk,t captures all the effects of the

blocking strength of patent stocks in a pair of firms at a giventime. We introduce a quadratic

term into our model in order to test Hypothesis1 against a U-shaped functional form as well.

Hypothesis1 implies thatγ1Ck,t + 2γ2C
2
k,tWk,t < 0.

We turn now to the second comparative statics result derivedfrom our model. This cap-

tures the effects of variation in the blocking strength of patent portfolios on firms’ propensity

to license ex ante. Under ex ante licensing variation in the blocking strength of existing patent

stocks(Bk,t) has no effect as future patents are shared and hold-up is ruled out by contract.

Ex post licensing, in contrast, occurs because the firm holding a new technology desires to

resolve the hold-up problem. In this case firms use their patent stocks as bargaining chips.

The size of the “pie” they bargain over will depend on the blocking strength of existing patent

stocks. As the pie is divided between the winner and loser(s)of the race, both sides’ payoffs

from racing also depend on the blocking strength of existingpatent stocks. Thus the prize

being offered in the race for the new technology is a functionof this parameter.

The effects of variation in the blocking strength(Bk,t) on the ex ante premium depend

on the number of contracting parties(Nk,t) and the product market relation between them.

We distinguish a number of cases. The simplest case is that oftwo firms which are product

market rivals.

In this case a higher ability to block a new technology lowersthe value of winning it.

Blocking has two countervailing effects: a direct effect where blocking lowers the outside

option of the winning firm; an indirect effect where blockingincreases the size of the pie the

winner and loser bargain over ex post. In AppendixA we show this indirect effect does not

compensate the direct effect. Therefore, under ex post licensing stronger blocking reduces

the value of winning the race for the new technology and also the expected value of ex post

licensing. We derive the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2

If two firms, who compete in the product market, choose when tocontract, stronger blocking

patents reduce the expected value of ex post licensing.

We refer to this case as that ofblocking in a competitor pair. Such blocking raises the ex

ante licensing premium.
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A more complex case arises when firms produce complementary products. Complemen-

tarity in the product market implies that one firm’s profits increase if its partners become

more competitive. As a consequence the owner of a valuable new patent has a strong interest

to make this available to any partner firms that produce complementary products and could

benefit from the patent. In spite of this interest the firm may still seek to appropriate as large

a share of the resulting surplus as possible. As before an increase in the blocking strength

of existing patents lowers the outside option of the winningfirm. However, we demonstrate

in AppendixA that the indirect effect, which arises from the growth of thebargaining pie,

will more than compensate the direct effect if more than two firms contract over the new

technology ex post. Therefore, we advance a third hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3

For technology races with more than two competitors producing complementary products

the expected value of ex post licensing is increasing in the strength of blocking patents.

We refer to this case as that ofblocking in a complementor groupwhich lowers the premium

to ex ante licensing.

The two previous hypotheses depend on the values of the blocking strength of patent

portfolios Bk,t, the number of rivals in technology spaceNk,t and on the product market

relation between the firms in a licensing contract. Below we make use of a dummy variable

DN which measures whether there are more than two (DN = 1) or exactly two firms in a

contract. For simplicity we also introduce a dummy variablewhich captures whether firms

produce substitute products(DS = 1) or not. A linear approximation of the effects of the

blocking strength of patent stocks on the ex ante premium takes the following form:

Zk,t =

Blocking in:

γ3Bk,t(1 − DN
k,t)D

S
k,t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

a competitor pair

+ γ4Bk,tD
N
k,t(1 − DS

k,t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a complementor

group

(3)

+γ5Bk,tD
N
k,tD

S
k,t

︸ ︷︷ ︸

a competi-

tor group

+ γ6Bk,t(1 − DN
k,t)(1 − DS

k,t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a complementor pair

,

where the parametersγ3 − γ6 remain to be estimated. Greater blocking in acompetitor pair

implies thatγ3 > 0 and in acomplementor groupit implies thatγ4 < 0. Equation (3) shows

that in addition to the cases of blocking in acompetitor pairandcomplementor groupwe

must also consider those of acompetitor group(γ5) andcomplementor pair(γ6). We cannot

derive restrictions on the signs of these parameters (γ5, γ6) from our theoretical model.
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4 The empirical model: derivation and implementation

In this section we develop a latent variable model of the premium to ex ante licensing that

encompasses our hypotheses. We go on to discuss how variables necessary for its estimation

are constructed and provide descriptive statistics for these variables. Finally we derive an

econometric specification for our model and consider issuesthat arise in estimating it.

4.1 A latent variable model of the premium to ex ante licensing

The premium to ex ante licensing shown in equation (1) is unobserved and we treat it as a

latent variable(Π∗

k,t) here:

Π∗

k,t =
(
V a

k,t − V p
k,t

)
−

(
T a

k,t − T p
k,t

)
+ uk,t , (4)

whereuk,t is a continuously distributed error term with mean zero. Where the premium

to ex ante licensing is positive we observe ex ante licensing, otherwise we observe ex post

licensing. In the previous section we derived a linear approximation of the first term on the

right hand side of equation (4).

As the transaction costs of licensing are not directly observed we use a proxy measure.

Care must be taken, as previous licensing experience, between a pair of firms, introduces

state dependence and unobserved heterogeneity into our econometric model.

State dependence in licensing decisionsPrevious experience with a particular firm may

reduce the transaction costs of licensing with that firm again in the future, especially if the

licensing contract is of the same type. The empirical literature on R&D cooperation has

shown that the probability of R&D cooperation or licensing increases in the amount of earlier

cooperation the two firms have undertaken.11 Therefore we must consider the possibility of

state dependence in the choice of licensing contract. We allow for this by introducing a

lagged dependent variable into our empirical model.

The extended latent variable model We insert equations (2) and (3) in the latent variable

model of equation (4). This yields an extended model combining our linear approximation

of (V a
k,t − V p

k,t) and the transaction costs effects:

Π∗

k,t = γ1
−

Wk,tCk,t+γ2
+

(Wk,tCk,t)
2+γ3

+
Bk,t(1−DN

k,t)D
S
k,t+γ4

−

Bk,tD
N
k,t(1−DS

k,t)+γ5Bk,tD
N
k,tD

S
k,t

+ γ6Bk,t(1 − DN
k,t)(1 − DS

k,t) + γ7
+

La
k,t + γ8

−

Lp
k,t + ρΠk,t−1 + ck + uk,t , (5)

whereck represents unobserved heterogeneity andρ is the parameter for the lagged depen-

dent variable. The specification of the empirical model and its estimation are discussed in

11 This finding is reported byHernán et al.(2003), Vonortas(2003), Sakakibara(2002) andStuart(1998).
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section4.4below.

4.2 Definitions of variables

In this section we describe the explanatory variables employed in our model. The data we

use to build these variables are described in AppendixB. All our variables characterise pairs

of licensing firms. Firm-pairs are characterised by computing the average of the individual

firms’ characteristics.

The dependent variable -Πk,t Our dependent variable measures whether the firm-pairk

entered into an ex ante licensing contract at timet (Πk,t = 1) or an ex post licensing contract

(Πk,t = 0).

The strength of blocking patents -Bk,t This variable captures the extent to which a

firm’s existing patent stocks are a basis for hold-up of theirrivals’ new patents. We build

this measure from firms’ shares of patents in nine different patent classes12 (a), to which

all semiconductor patents may be assigned. We assume firms’ patent stocks are more likely

mutually blocking if their average shares of patents over these classes are high. Our measure

of Bk,t for pairk at timet is defined as follows:

Bk,t =

2∑

i=1

9∑

a=1

Piat
∑n

l=1 Plat

∗
Piat

∑9
a=1 Piat

∗
Pjat

∑9
a=1 Pjat

, (6)

wherePiat is the count of the number of patents of firmi in patent classa at timet and l

stands for the number of firms active in a patent area. This measure captures a weighted sum

of each firm’s share of patents in the nine patent areas. Thereare two weights: the share of

the firm’s patenting activity in that area and the share of itspartner’s patenting activity in that

area. To characterise the firm-pair we sum the two firms’ weighted patent area shares.

This measure is largest when two firms have all their patents in the same patent classes.

The measure varies between a minimum of zero, all their patents in different patent classes,

and a maximum of one, all patents in one patent class. The measure is monotonically in-

creasing as the concentration of patents in one patent classincreases.

The forward complementarity - Ck,t This variable captures complementarity between

the existing patent stocks held by each firm and new patents granted to its partner(s) in a

cooperative agreement. In our theoretical model a greater complementarity between new

patents and existing patent stocks induces higher quality of the ex post patent stocks. In

order to capture this dimension of quality of patents and patent stocks we employ counts of

12 These patent classes are identified byHall et al.(2001) as the classes257, 326, 438, 505 (semiconduc-
tors),360, 365, 369, 711 (memory) and714 (microcomponents).
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forward citations of firms’ patents in our measure offorward complementarity(C).13 Our

measure ofC for the pairk and timet is defined as follows:

Ck,t =

9∑

a=1

[

PCiat
∑n

l=1 PClat

∗

∑t−1
τ=0 PCjaτ

∑9
a=1

∑t−1
τ=0 PCjaτ

+
PCjat

∑n

l=1 PClat

∗

∑t−1
τ=0 PCiat

∑9
a=1

∑t−1
τ=0 PCiaτ

]

,

(7)

wherePCiat is the number of forward citations received by patents of firmi in patent areaa.

We divide the count of forward citations to firmi’s patents by the overall count of forward

citations to all firms’ patents. This yields a measure of the relative quality of each firm’s

new patents in yeart. This measure is multiplied with a similarly constructed measure of the

relative quality of the partner firm’s patent stock. We calculate these products for each firm

by patent area. Then we sum these products for the firm’s in a pair and across all nine patent

areas.

This measure captures both mutual complementarities and one-way complementarity be-

tween new patents of one firm and the patent stock of the other.The measure has a a mini-

mum of zero, if neither firm received, or is receiving, any citations. It has a maximum of9, if,

one firm’s patents receive all citations in yeart and its partner’s patents received all previous

citations.

The value of innovation by a firm-pair - Wk,t This variable measures a firm-pair’s ex-

pected value of owning a new patent. It measures, for each patent area, total citations received

by the pair’s stock of patents, relative to total citations received by all firms. Our measure of

Wk,t for the pairk at timet is defined as follows:

Wk,t =

2∑

i=1

9∑

a=1

∑t

T=0 PCiat
∑t

T=0

∑n

l=1 PClat

. (8)

We sum across all patent areasa and the two firms in the pair. In using this measure we

implicitly assume a more valuable existing patent stock implies future additions to that stock

will also be of greater value.

The value of innovation measure varies between a minimum of zero, no citations at all,

and a maximum of9, all citations in all the patent classes.

Producers of substitute or complementary products -DS This variable measures the

extent to which firms are producers of complementary or substitute products. Our hypothe-

ses regarding firms’ propensity to license ex ante depend on whether firms are competitors

or complementors in the product market. A firm’s sales are allocated over three segments

13 Counts of forward citations are an imperfect but frequentlyemployed measure of the quality of patent
stocks. The measure was first investigated byTrajtenberg(1990). RecentlyLanjouw and Schankerman(2004)
found it to be the best performing of several alternative measures of patent quality.
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of the semiconductor industry (memory, microcomponents, others). We assume firms are

competitors if both have sales in the same segment of the semiconductor industry.

Transaction costs of ex ante and ex post R&D cooperation Our data do not contain

any direct measures of licensing transaction costs. However, we expect previous experience

of licensing ex ante or ex post to reduce the transaction costs of choosing such a licensing

contract again. Therefore, we introduce counts of previousexperience with ex ante (La
k,t) and

ex post (Lp
k,t) licensing contracts as proxies of firms’ transaction costsof licensing ex ante

(T a
k,t) and ex post (T p

k,t).

The number of firms sharing a new innovation -N This variable measures the number

of firms jointly choosing between an ex ante and an ex post licensing contract. We construct

a dummy variable (DN = 1) if we observe more than two partners to a licensing contract.

Further control variables

- Average market shares: We include this variable to control for the average size of the

firms in a licensing contract. Firm size has significant effects in regressions seeking to

explain participation in licensing or R&D cooperation.

- Differences in market shares: Stuart(1998) shows licensing agreements with a highly

visible firm can bestow prestige on a smaller partner firm. He finds prestige has a strong

positive effect on firms’ propensity to license. In order to control for this effect which

is not captured by our theoretical model we proxy firms’ importance in the industry

by their average market shares. The difference between firms’ average market shares

can then be taken as a measure of additional prestige which licensing bestows on the

smaller partner in the contract.

- Aggregate revenues: We include this variable to control for changes in the demand for

semiconductor products.

4.3 Descriptive statistics

Table3 below provides descriptive statistics for pairs of licensing firms observed in our data.

In the first three lines of Table3 the means of the variables do not differ strongly between

firm-pairs that license ex ante and ex post. The lower part of the table shows that more

interesting differences emerge once we interact the variables in the way suggested by our

theoretical model. In particular the means of the interaction termsB(1−DN )DS (blocking in

a competitor pair) andBDN (1−DS) (blocking in a complementor group) differ substantially

if we compare firm-pairs engaged in ex ante and ex post licensing.

Just as predicted by Hypothesis 2, ex ante licensing is more probable than ex post licens-

ing when two competing firms license. Similarly ex post licensing is more probable than ex
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ante licensing when a group of producers of complementary products license. This is the

prediction of Hypothesis3.

Table 3: Sample statistics for firm-pairs by licensing contract type

Ex ante licensing (N = 321) Ex post licensing (N = 258)

Variable Mean Std. dev. Min. Max. Mean Std. dev. Min. Max.

B 0.00075 0.00148 0 0.010 0.00150 0.00274 0 0.014

C 0.10625 0.08529 0 0.354 0.12302 0.08654 0 0.416

W 0.02835 0.02179 0 0.093 0.03200 0.02269 0 0.113

CW 0.00426 0.00549 0 0.030 0.00526 0.00578 0 0.028

blocking in a:

competitor pair 0.00023 0.00083 0 0.006 0.00009 0.00039 0 0.002

complementor group 0.00001 0.00006 0 0.001 0.00003 0.00024 0 0.003

competitor group 0.00046 0.00132 0 0.010 0.00091 0.00180 0 0.009

complementor pair 0.00006 0.00024 0 0.002 0.00005 0.00013 0 0.001

Πk,0 0.03738 0.19000 0 1 0.08527 0.27983 0 1

Lp 6.68692 6.54069 0 37.500 8.33527 8.16149 1 38.500

La 9.41122 6.87300 1 36 8.13760 6.66817 0 28.500

Average market shares 0.03074 0.01926 0 0.099 0.03198 0.02358 0 0.083

Difference market shares 0.03241 0.02979 0 0.164 0.02874 0.02913 0 0.163

Aggregate revenues109 94.71351 36.95310 53 152.875 85.57402 37.17869 53 169.311

DN (N > 2) 0.46729 0.49971 0 1 0.53488 0.49975 0 1

(1 − DS) (Complements) 0.38941 0.48838 0 1 0.38372 0.48724 0 1

4.4 Specification of the empirical model

In this section we discuss the specification of our econometric model and briefly consider

sample selection issues. The econometric model is a dynamicbinary choice model which

allows for state dependence. In this model state dependencearises if previous licensing in a

firm-pair lowers transaction costs.

The estimation of dynamic binary response models is beset with difficult econometric

problems. In particular, it is likely that we do not observe all factors which affect firms’

choices to license ex ante. As a consequence there is unobserved heterogeneity in our data.

In settings in which dynamic effects are likely to be important, controlling for unobserved

heterogeneity is crucial. If unobserved heterogeneity is ignored it is impossible to exclude

that observed state dependence is a “spurious” consequenceof serial correlation induced by

unobserved heterogeneity.

“Spurious” state dependence arises where there is correlation between the initial condi-
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tion Πk,0 and the unobserved heterogeneity.Hsiao(1986) discusses several solutions to deal

with this initial conditions problem. One solution deals with possible correlation between the

initial condition and the unobserved heterogeneity by integrating out unobserved heterogene-

ity. To do so it is necessary to specify the distribution of the initial condition, conditional on

unobserved heterogeneity. This distribution is not known and any misspecification thereof

yields an erroneous model.Heckman(1981) suggests pursuing this approach by approxi-

mating the conditional distribution of the initial condition. Unfortunately this approach is

computationally intensive.

An alternative approach to dealing with the initial conditions problem that is unaffected

by this problem is suggested byHonore and Kyriazidou(2000). They suggest a fixed ef-

fects estimator in order to estimate a dynamic logit model with strictly exogenous regres-

sors. While this approach does not require distributional assumptions on the unobserved

heterogeneity or the initial condition, it suffers from thedrawback that partial effects on the

response probability are not identified.

We follow Wooldridge(2005) who suggests modelling the distribution of the unobserved

heterogeneity conditional on the initial value and exogenous explanatory variables. He shows

that this approach is simpler to implement and allows one to recover average partial effects

quite easily. This advantage must be weighed against possible misspecification of the dis-

tribution of unobserved heterogeneity and a resulting inconsistency of one’s parameter esti-

mates.

In order to allow for the effects of unobserved heterogeneity we estimate the following

dynamic random effects probit model:

P (Πk,t = 1|Πk,t−1, ., Πk,0, zk,t, ck) = Φ (zk,tγ + ρΠk,t−1 + ck) (9)

whereΠk,t = 1, if a firm-pair (k) licenses ex ante in periodt, zk,t is a vector of strictly

exogenous explanatory variables,ρ is the parameter indicating the presence of state depen-

dence andck represents the effects of unobserved heterogeneity.Φ denotes the standard

normal cumulative distribution function. The vector of exogenous variableszk contains the

explanatory variables set out in equation (5) above.

We estimate the model using conditional maximum likelihood. Let ck|Πk,0, zk ∼

Normal (δ0 + δ1Πk,0 + zkδ2, σ
2
a), wherezk is the row vector of all explanatory variables

in all time periods. Wooldridge(2005) shows that, given an error termak|(Πk,0, zk) ∼

Normal(0, σ2
a), Πk,t given (Πk,t−1, ..., Πk,0, zk, ak) follows a probit model with response

probability

Φ(zk,tγ + ρΠk,t−1 + δ0 + δ1Πk,0 + zkδ2 + ak + uk,t) . (10)

To estimate this model we addΠk,0 andzk as additional explanatory variables in each time

period and apply random effects probit to estimateγ, ρ, δ0, δ1, δ2 andσ2
a.
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In our theoretical model we condition on the fact that licensing is always preferred to

not licensing. This assumption keeps the analysis simple and tractable as it allows us to fo-

cus only on firms that license. Doing so we assume that the subset of semiconductor firms

that engage in licensing is consistent with the whole underlying population of the semicon-

ductor firms. The conditioning assumption enables us to dealwith problems introduced by

state dependence in the choice of licensing contract and unobserved heterogeneity. However

this approach will give rise to a sample selection bias if firms that license represent a non

randomly selected sample. This problem does not arise if theselection mechanism is exoge-

nous. We tested and confirmed that there is no significant correlation between residuals of

(i) a probit, dependent variable: whether to license or not,and (ii) a further probit, dependent

variable: whether to license ex ante or ex post.

5 Results

In this section we present and discuss results of estimatingthe specification (Equation (10))

discussed in section4.4. Below, we refer to this as specification(3). We also estimate a

binary choice model both with, specification(2), and without, specification(1), a lagged

dependent variable. We include specification (1) to establish whether controlling for unob-

served heterogeneity is necessary. Specification (2) provides insight into state dependence in

the choice of licensing contracts. It should be borne in mindthat evidence for unobserved

heterogeneity in the data would indicate inconsistencies in estimating specification(2).

The results from estimation of these three specifications may be seen in Table4 on the

following page. We report both the parameter estimates and corresponding elasticities. Elas-

ticities in specification (3) are averages at the sample mean. The first six parameters setout

in the table capture hypotheses1-3. The effects of previous licensing experience are captured

by the variablesLa, Lp and the lagged dependent variable (Πk,t−1).

Table 4 shows the signs and significance of all variables of interestare stable across

the three specifications. Of the three specifications estimated, we concentrate on the third

because it allows for state dependence and deals with the initial conditions problem in the

manner suggested byWooldridge(2005).

Our preferred specification, (3), is discussed in greater detail below. The discussion deals

with each theoretical prediction discussed in section3 above and the effect of transaction

costs on the choice of licensing contract. Additionally, wediscuss a test of the model’s

predictive power.

Predictions on the expected value of licensing Hypothesis1, which refers to effects of the

expected value of a technology on the ex ante premium, is captured by the parametersCW

and(CW )2. These are significant at the1 and5 percent levels, respectively. The minimum

point of this quadratic function lies atCW = 0.017 and the quadratic crosses the x-axis at
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WC = 0.034 which is far beyond the sample mean ofWC at0.0047.

Table 4: Results - Dependent variableΠk,t

Explanatory (1) Elasticity (2) Elasticity (3) Elasticity

variables

CW -72.055∗∗∗ -0.504 -114.672∗∗∗ -0.834 -119.354∗∗∗ -0.839

(27.486) (30.057) (39.326)

(CW )2 2167.555 3124.818∗∗ 3549.572∗∗

(1328.844) (1376.596) (1674.727)

blocking in a:

competitor 313.409∗∗ 0.035 281.681∗∗ 0.031 337.381∗∗ 0.306

pair (131.686) (127.760) (153.278)

complementor -741.364 -0.009 -570.527 -0.007 -1112.410 -0.112

group (534.132) (498.866) (763.320)

complementor -6.307 0.001 -73.379 -0.009 305.977 0.085

pair (326.570) (333.806) (426.100)

competitor -141.859∗∗ -0.054 -96.567∗∗ -0.037 -102.609∗ -0.365

group (54.851) (55.994) (60.992)

Πk,t−1 0.873∗∗ 0.000 1.011∗∗∗ 5.334

(0.234) (0.324)

Πk,0 -0.783∗∗ -0.247

(0.309)

Average market 1.762 -0.055 -6.308∗ 0.197 -7.545 -1.270

shares (3.672) (4.273) (5.288)

Differences in 0.562 0.033 2.428 0.143 2.527 0.418

market shares (2.442) (2.495) (3.144)

Aggregate 0.000 -0.116 0.000∗∗∗ -0.801 0.000∗ -2.506

revenues10−7 (0.000) (0.028) (0.000)

DN 0.157 0.157 0.025 0.025 -0.059 -0.059

(0.127) (0.134) (0.161)

DS -0.086 -0.086 -0.351 -0.351 -0.078 -0.078

(0.135) (0.154) (0.203)

Lp -0.058∗∗∗ -0.320 -0.065∗∗∗ -0.360 -0.096∗∗∗ -3.820

(0.010) (0.011) (0.017)

La 0.067∗∗∗ 0.521 0.095∗∗∗ 0.734 0.115∗∗∗ 5.492

(0.016) (0.018) (0.022)

Log-Likelihood -360.855 -353.731 -326.875

where∗∗∗, ∗∗, ∗ indicate significance at the0.01%, 0.05% and the0.1% levels.
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The descriptive statistics for this variable (Table3) show a large part of our sample lies

within the range in which the quadratic function decreases and therefore an increase in the

value of an innovation reduces the probability of ex ante licensing. The elasticity of the prob-

ability of ex ante licensing with respect to changes in the expected value of an innovation at

the sample mean indicates that a10 percent increase in expected value reduces the probabil-

ity of observing ex ante licensing by8.39%. The sign of the effect is robust to our controls

for unobserved heterogeneity and state dependence.

Hypothesis2 refers to the effects on the ex ante premium of a greater blocking strength of

patent portfolios for a pair of competing firms. We find that greater blocking in acompetitor

pair increases the probability of observing ex ante licensing. The variable capturing blocking

in a competitor pair has a positive sign throughout and is significant at the5 percent level.

Our results indicate that a one standard deviation increase(≈ 360%) in the expectation of

the blocking strength of a rival firm’s patents increases theprobability that ex ante licensing is

observed among product market competitors by110 percent. These results suggest that a high

blocking strength of rival firms’ patent portfolios has a very strong effect on the propensity

for firms to license ex ante.

Hypothesis3 refers to effects on the ex ante premium of a greater blockingstrength

of patent portfolios for a group of complementors. The variable capturing blocking in a

complementor group has the hypothesised sign in all specifications we report. However, the

parameter is not significant at the10 percent level. This may be due to the comparatively

small number of observations for this type of contract in oursample.

The remaining interaction terms cannot be signed in our theoretical model. Our results

indicate that an increase in the blocking strength of patents by 10 percent will reduce the

probability of observing ex ante licensing within a competitor group by3.6 percent. Note

that this is on a par with the effect of blocking in a competitor pair, but it has the opposite

sign. This effect is significant at the5 percent level.

Overall we interpret these findings as strong evidence in favour of the validity of our the-

oretical model. Hypotheses1 and2 cannot be rejected, while the parameter for Hypothesis3

has the correct sign. More generally the empirical model confirms that the effects of block-

ing in technology space on a firm’s choice of licensing contract depend on whether firms are

product market rivals or not.

Transaction costs Here we distinguish between the general effect of previous licensing

experience and state dependence. The latter is captured by the lagged dependent variable

that indicates whether a pair was engaged, in the previous period, in ex ante licensing. The

test for state dependence is given byH0 : ρ = 0. Our results show we can reject, at the

5 percent level, the null hypothesis that the lagged dependent variable is not significantly

different from zero. The impact of state dependence is strong in comparison with the effects

of the blocking strength of existing patents. If we compare two firm-pairs that differ only
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in their experience of ex ante licensing in the previous period, then a pair with previous ex

ante licensing experience, has a5 percent higher probability of choosing an ex ante contract

again.

The variables counting the number of previous licensing contracts entered into by a firm-

pair (La , Lp) are both significant at the1 percent level in all tested specifications. We inter-

pret this as evidence that transaction costs fall if firms have previous licensing experience.

Previous experience of ex ante and ex post licensing in any period have different impact on

the probability of licensing ex ante in the current period. In particular, increasing previous

licensing experience by one ex ante licensing contract increases the probability of licensing

ex ante in the current period by66 percent at the sample mean. In contrast, an additional ex

post licensing contract reduces the probability of licensing ex ante in the current period by

54 percent at the sample mean.

Investigating the predictive power of the model In section2 we found licensing has

developed in ways that are difficult to reconcile with the explosion of patenting in the semi-

conductor industry. Here we analyse whether the observed trends are due to variables which

we include in our empirical model or to other unobserved variables.

To do this we plot thecorrectlypredicted numbers of ex ante and ex post licensing con-

tracts which specification (3) generates alongside the observed series in Figure 5 below.14

The figure shows specification (3) captures the dynamics of the choice between ex ante and

ex post licensing well. It is clear that this specification does better at predicting ex ante

licensing.
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Figure 5
Observed and correctly predicted numbers of licensing contracts in the semiconductor industry

If we focus on the relative levels of ex ante and ex post licensing contracts in the figure,

then specification3 captures both the increase in ex ante licensing between 1990and 1994,

and the decrease in ex ante licensing after 1994. Our interpretation of specification (3) above

14 We would like to thank Jacques Mairesse for this suggestion.
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showed that,ceteris paribus, blocking between product market competitors and previousex-

perience of ex ante licensing are the main factors which increase the likelihood of observing

ex ante licensing. This implies changes in blocking betweenfirms that were product market

rivals in this period explain the observed changes in ex antelicensing. This suggests that the

observed changes in the level of ex ante licensing have come about because firms learned

to avoid interactions either at the level of product market interaction or in technology space.

Whether this is indeed the case is a question for future research.

Overall the results of estimating specification (3) show the choice between ex ante and ex

post licensing results from a mix of strategic behaviour andfirms’ past licensing experience.

We find that our model of licensing is supported by our empirical results. As the model is

based on a patent race mechanism our model also supports the findings ofHall and Ziedonis

(2001) who suggest patent thickets give rise to racing behaviour.Additionally, we find strate-

gic behaviour resulting from racing has effects on a par withthose of reductions in transaction

costs.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we investigate the choice between ex ante and expost licensing in an industry

affected by a patent thicket. To accomplish this, we use a dataset comprised of semiconductor

firms’ licensing information which we constructed. The aim of the study is to establish how

licensing affects R&D incentives in a patent thicket.

Our data show no obvious relation between patenting and licensing trends in the semi-

conductor industry. This is surprising given that licensing is used mainly to avoid hold-up

based on blocking patents. To understand what the effects oflicensing on R&D incentives

are we distinguish between ex ante and ex post licensing. We find that ex ante licensing

was very popular amongst semiconductor firms before 1996, thereafter its popularity rapidly

declined.

To explain the observed variation in firms’ choices between ex ante and ex post licensing

we develop a theoretical model. This model shows the choice between ex ante and ex post

licensing depends on firms’ product market relationships and the extent to which they hold

blocking patents. In particular, the choice of licensing contract depends on theinteractionof

these two determinants. Thus the effect of blocking on the probability of observing ex ante

licensing differs, depending on whether firms are product market rivals or complementors.

We estimate a dynamic random effects probit model to test thepredictions of our theory.

This allows us to investigate whether there is state dependence due to a reduction in the

transactions costs of a particular type of contract betweentwo particular firms. We find

strong evidence of unobserved heterogeneity and state dependence in our data. We also find

evidence that past experience of a particular type of licensing contract makes it more likely

that firms will choose that type of contract again. Our main findings however relate to the
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hypotheses of our theoretical model. The hypotheses are supported by our empirical results.

This implies changes in the choice between ex ante and ex postlicensing are due to changes

in firms’ product market and technology space interactions.Thus stronger blocking patents

lead to more ex ante licensing between product market rivalsand more ex post licensing

between firms that produce complementary products.

In our model we assume that firms race for stronger patent portfolios. This assumption

is based on prior work byHall and Ziedonis(2001) who argue that this is the case in the

semiconductor industry. Our results are consistent with patent portfolio races between semi-

conductor firms. However they constitute only an indirect test as we primarily focus on how

racing behaviour determines firms’ licensing choices. InSiebert and von Graevenitz(2006)

we derive welfare implications of choice between ex ante andex post licensing. Racing

models are often interpreted to imply that firms overinvest in R&D [Loury (1979)]. Our

model implies firms avoid racing by ex ante licensing when racing would lead to very high

R&D efforts; this happens when firms produce substitute products. The model also implies

firms choose to enter into patent portfolio races with their complementors. Any resulting

hold-up in such cases is resolved through ex post licensing.Underinvestment which charac-

terises ex-ante agreements is likely to be particularly severe where firms are complementors.

Thus patent portfolio races between such firms may be beneficial even if they lead to some

overinvestment.

If our findings are supported in further research, then this implies regulation of licensing

in a patent thicket is challenging. Any regulation of licensing must ensure firms’ choices

between ex ante and ex post licensing are not distorted. We base this conclusion on the

fact that ex ante licensing contracts between complementors and ex post licensing contracts

between product market rivals are likely to lower welfare. Any regulation that favours one

type of licensing over the other therefore leads to welfare losses. Furthermore, we have

shown that there is state dependence in firms’ choices of licensing contract both within and

across firm-pairs. This implies effects of regulation on earlier licensing choices will persist

over time, consequently making regulation even more challenging.

Further research on how firms license therefore seems warranted. We intend to test our

model of licensing in additional industries. We would also like to arrive at a better under-

standing of the determinants in the variation of ex ante licensing over time. Our results imply

blocking between product market rivals has decreased. It isunclear whether this is due to

changes in firms’ patenting behaviour, their choices about product market rivalry or even co-

ordinated changes in both dimensions. Effects of patent thickets on firms’ innovation paths

therefore seem to offer a promising area for further research.
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A A model of a patent portfolio race

This appendix sets out a simplified version of the model we develop inSiebert and von Graevenitz

(2006) to derive the Hypotheses1 - 3. The main results derived from this model are discussed

in section3. This appendix contains technical details of the simplifiedmodel. The main sim-

plification consists in a functional form assumption for theR&D cost function. This leads to

an analytical solution our model’s second stage. We analysethe following three stage game

betweenN firms:

Stage1 Firms choose whether or not to license ex ante. Ex ante licensing implies that future

patents protecting a valuable technology are shared.

Stage2 Firms independently choose a hazard rateh of developing the technology and obtaining

important patents to cover this technology. Their R&D costswill be increasing in the

hazard rate.

Stage3 If firms have not chosen to license ex ante, they bargain over the surplus created by

the new technology. Firms’ outside options depend on possession of the new patents,

their complementarity to existing patent stocksC and on the blocking strength of these

patent stocksB.

At stage three firms bargain over the surplus created by new patents. Bargaining arises

under ex post licensing. We assume that firms achieve a solution to the bargaining problem

which conforms to Nash bargaining. We model Nash bargainingbetween one winner and

several losers of a patent race. To do this we assume that eachloser has an independent

opportunity to hold-up the winner of the patent race. Then the winner bargains with each

loser independently over the surplus held up by that loser and the expected value of winning

vW captures the sum of the(N − 1) bargaining outcomes.

Under Nash bargaining the expected values of winning(vW ) and losing(vL) the race for

a new patent are:

vW =πW (B, C) +
(N − 1)

2
[2π̄ − πW (b, C) − πL(b, C)]

]

(11)

vL =πL(b, C) +
1

2
[2π̄ − πW (b, C) − πL(b, C)] , (12)

whereB is the blocking strength of existing patents andC > B is the strength of the comple-

mentarity between existing patent stocks and the new patent. ThenπW (B, C) is the expected

value of disagreement with all losers for the winner of the patent race andπW (b, C) is the

expected value of disagreement with a single loser. We defineB = (N−1)b ⇒ πW (B, C) =

πW (b, C) if N = 2. The expected value of winning a patent race is decreasing inthe strength

of blocking patentsb so thatπW (b, C) > πW (B, C) for N > 2.

πL(b, C) is the expected value of disagreement for the losers of this race. We assume that

πL is decreasing inb if firms produce substitute products and increasing inb if their products
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are complements.̄π(C) is the expected value of profits if all firms have access to the new

patent.

Finally we assume that all(N) firms compete in the same product market and are either

all producers of substitute products or all producers of complementary products. This ap-

proach to dealing with technological rivalry between more than two firms is very simplistic

but has the virtue of being tractable.

Our model of the patent race is derived fromBeath et al.(1989) and Lee and Wilde

(1980). The value functions for ex ante and ex post licensing in this model are:

V a =
(ha + Ha) π̄

r
+ π − K(ha + r)

ha + Ha + r
, V p =

vW

r
hp + vL

r
Hp + π − K(hp + r)

hp + Hp + r
. (13)

where we assume that the constantK : π̄
r

> K > (vW −vL)
r

, which implies thatvL > 0. This

is a technical assumption which rules out boundary solutions to the optimisation problem.15

π is the flow value of existing profits.

Notice that we assume only that firms will share access to the new patent under ex ante

licensing. We do not assume that firms invest jointly to develop the invention that is patented.

The implications of the results we derive below are robust tothis modelling assumption.

The first order conditions that characterise extreme pointsof the value functions are:

[(π̄ − π) − KHa]

(ha + Ha + r)2
= 0 ⇔ ĥa =

(π̄ − π)

K(N − 1)
, (14)

[
(vW −vL)

r
Hp + (vW − π) − KHp

]

(hp + Hp + r)2
= 0 ⇔ ĥp =

r(vW − π)

(Kr − (vW − vL))(N − 1)
. (15)

These characterise interior optima16 and we solve for the value functions at these optima

next:

V a(ĥa) =
Nĥa π̄

r
+ π − K(ĥa + r)

Nĥa + r
=

π̄

r
− K , (16)

V p(ĥp) =
(vW −vL)

r
ĥp + vL

r
(Nĥp + r) − (vL − π) − K(ĥp + r)

Nĥp + r
=

vW

r
− K . (17)

The premium to ex ante licensing is defined asΠ = (V a − V p) + (T a − T p) above

(eqn. (4)). The model developed here allows us to derive hypotheses about(V a − V p). As

long as the transaction costs of licensing do not vary in the same way as the expected values

of licensing, we can predict whether ex ante or ex post licensing become more likely if we

focus on the expected values only. We begin by deriving the sign of the difference between

15 If we undertake comparative statics on the value ofvW , as we do below, it must be true thatπ̄

r
> K >

¯(vW −vL)
r

, wherex andx̄ indicate the lowest and highest values of a parameterx that we consider. In this sense
our comparative statics results here are only local results.

16 The second order conditions are both zero at the extreme points. However it can be shown that both
derivatives are positive for values smaller thanĥ and negative thereafter.
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the expected values of licensing ex ante and ex post:

V a − V p = 1
r
(π̄ − vW ) = (N−1)

2r

[

πL(b, C) + πW (b, C) − 2
(N−1)

πW (B, C)
]

− (N−2)
r

π̄(C) .

(18)

In this simple model the expected value of ex ante licensing may be larger or smaller than

that of ex post licensing. We now investigate how(V a − V p) varies with changes in the

expected value of new patents (C) and the blocking strength of firms’ patent stocks (B). This

leads us to the results underpinning each of our three hypotheses:

Hypothesis1 Here we demonstrate that a stronger forward complementarity between the

new patent and existing patents will reduce the probabilityof observing ex ante licensing.

Equation (18) can be evaluated separately for the caseN = 2 and the caseN > 2:

N = 2: This implies that(V a − V p) = 1
2r

[

πL(b, C) − πW (b, C)
]

. An increase in the forward

complementarity(C) will raise the expected profits of the firm winning the patent race

and lower those of the losers. This implies that ex post licensing will be increasingly

attractive asC increases.

N > 2: In this case it should be noted thatπW (b, C)− 2
(N−1)

πW (B, C) > 0 and that the entire

term is increasing in the forward complementarity. Howeverthe expected profit of

losing the patent race is decreasing inC and the expected profits of sharing the patent

π̄(C) is increasing inC. Both of these factors suggest that ex ante licensing will not

be attractive asC increases forN > 2.

Hypothesis2 ForN = 2 equation (18) simplifies to:

(V a − V p) = 1
2r

[

πL(b, C) − πW (b, C)
]

. (19)

An increase in the blocking strength of firms’ patent stocks(B) will lower the expected value

of winning a patent race(∂πW

∂b
< 0) and increase the expected value of losing it(∂πL

∂b
> 0).

Therefore, the margin by which the expected value of ex post licensing exceeds that of ex

ante licensing decreases; ex ante licensing is more likely to be observed.

Hypothesis3 ForN > 2 it should be noted thatπW (b, C) − 2
(N−1)

πW (B, C) > 0 and that

an increase in the blocking strength of firms’ patent stocksb will lower the expected value

of winning the patent race. Where firms produce complementary products an increase in

the blocking strength of firms’ patent stocksb also lowers the expected value of not winning

patents(∂πL

∂b
< 0). As is obvious from equation (18) a reduction of the positive terms in this

expression increases the probability that ex post licensing has a greater expected value than

ex ante licensing. This is an example for Hypothesis3.
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B Data sources

This section provides details about the origin of our data onlicensing, patents and market

shares in the semiconductor industry.

B.1 Licensing

The basis of our data on licensing contracts was provided by Thompson Financial. We com-

plemented this with information derived from sources in thepublic domain such as busi-

ness reports, filings published in the National CooperativeResearch Act, and announcements

made in the public press.

The dataset covers licensing contracts in which at least oneparty has a principal line of

business in the semiconductor industry between 1989-1999.All such firms for which annual

semiconductor market shares were available during the period 1989-1999 were included in

the sample. This sampling criterion was imposed because firms’ product market positions

are an important variable in our theoretical as well as statistical model. We identified name

changes and subsidiaries and mergers from a variety of sources including Thomson Finan-

cial, Dataquest, and Moody’s. We collect a total of 372 licensing contracts with an annual

average of 34 contracts. Our data on licensing contain information on each individual con-

tract. Details encompass the time the licensing contract was signed, the firms involved and

a synopsis indicating the purpose, technology and the type of licensing, e.g. whether firms

signed ex ante or ex post licensing contracts. We went through every synopsis and classified

the licensing contracts into ex ante and ex post contracts. For consistency with our theoreti-

cal model our empirical analysis of licensing is retsrictedto horizontal technology licensing.

Hence, we have excluded vertical partnerships, such as those between semiconductor firms

and computer, microelectronic or multimedia firms. In line with the previous literature we

classified a licensing contract as horizontal if more than 50% of the firms had sales in the

semiconductor industry. We also excluded contracts that were based exclusively on produc-

tion and marketing licensing. Finally, we dropped another 22 licensing contracts which were

related to litigation. This left us with 579 contracts over the whole time span.

The number of licensing contracts we observe is in line with that reported byRowley et al.

(2000) for an overlapping sample period. Their data derives from different data sources than

ours.17 The correspondence in the number of contracts observed confirms that our dataset

contains a comprehensive record of information on licensing available in the public domain.

As Anand and Khanna(2000) note there is no requirement for firms to publish information

on licensing contracts. Therefore it is conceivable that some bias due to sample selection

remains. However we are unaware of reasons for which firms should selectively favour ex

17 Rowley et al.(2000) study strategic alliances whereas we study licensing contracts. Our definition of a
licensing contract is any contract that also includes an agreement to license technology. Therefore both studies
focus on a similar set of agreements between firms.
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ante or ex post licensing contracts when announcing licensing contracts to the public.

B.2 Patents

In order to capture firms’ positions in technology space we use information on granted

patents.18 We use U.S. domestic patents in our study because the U.S. is the world’s largest

technology marketplace and it has become routine for non-U.S.-based firms to patent in the

U.S. [Albert et al. (1991)]. Our data on granted patents are taken from the NBER patent

dataset established by Hall, Jaffe, and Trajtenberg (2001).19 The database comprises detailed

information on 3 million U.S. patents granted between 1963 and 1999, and all citations made

between 1975 and 1999 (more than 16 million).

A major challenge in any study that examines the patenting activities of firms over time

is to identify which patents are assigned to individual firmsin a given year. Firms may patent

under a variety of different firm names over time. To retrievepatent portfolios of the firms

we follow the same procedure asHall and Ziedonis(2001). This procedure was also used for

our licensing data.

Using the patent database we extract detailed patent information for every semiconductor

firm for our sample period 1989-1999. We use the number of annual granted patents, patent

stocks (accumulated patents) dating back to 1963, as well aspatent citations dating back to

1975. Moreover, in order to establish firms’ position in technology space at a disaggregated

level, we make use of information about the technology area that the filed invention belongs

to. The USPTO has developed a highly elaborate classification system for the technologies

to which the patented inventions belong consisting of about400 main 3-digit patent classes.

Each patent is assigned to an original classification. We chose 9 out of the 400 patent classes

that are connected to memory chips, microcomponents and other semiconductor devices.

As the patent database lasts only until 1999 we need to take truncation of the data into

account. Therefore, our patent based variables are based onannual patent shares. Throughout

we divide the number of firms’ patents and citations by the total number of patents and

citations of all semiconductor firms in a given year.

B.3 Market data

Annual semiconductor market data at the firm-level were provided by Gartner Group. All

merchant firms were tracked whose annual sales exceed $10 million a year. Thus, we cover

approximately the whole population of semiconductor firms and do not need to rely on busi-

ness sheet information to infer market shares. On average, there are 155 companies present

in the market every year. Approximately60% of the firms had their headquarters in the U.S.,

18 By filing a patent an inventor discloses to the public a novel,useful, and non obvious invention. If the
patent gets granted, the inventor receives the right to exclude others from using that patented invention for a
certain time period, which is 20 years in the U.S.

19 Further information about the database can be found athttp://www.nber.org/patents/.
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whereas the rest were located in Japan, Europe, and other Asian countries. Again, we correct

for mergers and acquisitions that were announced in the above mentioned sources.

We are able to separate the semiconductor market share into three different market seg-

ments: memory chips, microcomponents, and other devices. Based on this classification we

are able to distinguish whether firms produce substitute or complementary products. If two

firms have positive market shares in the same segment at leastonce, we consider them to be

producing substitute products, and complementary products otherwise.

C Examples for ex ante and ex post licensing

This section contains examples of licensing contracts taken from our dataset.

EX ANTE LICENSING

• Texas Instruments and NEC Corp entered into a ten-year cross-licensing agreement to

patent semiconductors. Under the terms of the agreement, the two companies were

to have use of each others patents involved in manufacturingsemiconductors. Date:

06/12/1997.

• Sony Corp and Oki Electric Industry Corp entered into an agreement to jointly de-

velop a 0.25 micron semiconductor manufacturing process. Under the terms of the

agreement, Oki was to use the technology for 256 Mbit “Dynamic Random Access

Memory”, while Sony was to produce logic integrated circuits (IC’s) for home elec-

tronics and AV equipment. Financial terms were not disclosed. Date:20/11/1995.

EX POST LICENSING

• Ramtron International Corp, a unit of Ramtron Holdings Ltd,and International Busi-

ness Machines Corp(IBM) signed a manufacturing and licensing agreement in which

Ramtron was to grant IBM the rights to manufacture and marketthe Ramtron EDRAM

dynamic random access memory chip. Under the terms of the agreement, IBM was to

supply Ramtron with EDRAM chips. The EDRAM chips were to be manufactured

at IBM’s facility in Essex Junction, VT. No financial detailswere disclosed. Date:

05/08/1995.

• Compaq Computer Corp and Cyrix Corp entered into an agreement which stated that

Cyrix Corp granted Compaq Computer a license to manufactureCyrix Corp’s M1 mi-

croprocessor chips. The agreement stated that production of the M1 microprocessor

chips in the first quarter of 1995. Financial terms of the agreement were not disclosed.

Date:05/10/1994.
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